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Design History 
This is a brief explanation of the history of this document. 

Version 1.0 

Version 1.0 is a modified version of the game base on air-hockey. 

1. In the first modification we came up for the game was that we wanted the game to have 
power-up system which we want to reward player to help assist them in the gameplay.  

2. We also had an idea that allow player to jump level through using a portal. This jump 
level allows player to play in different themes of setting giving player a different feeling 
in each gameplay. 

 
Version 1.1 
 

Version 1.1 is an upgraded version of the previous version 1, where after many hours of 
brainstorming and decision. We have included new ideas onto the game in the below section. 

1. We included one major add on for the game, which is to have obstacles and pins appear 
on the playing field. These obstacles and pins would function like those in pin-ball where 
it would provide a challenge for players, the design of these obstacles in level design 
would provide both bonus score and at the same time become a hindrance for player as 
these obstacles would cause the ball to bounce back. 

2. There are also 3 additions that we have made this version, below I will describe the 
addition. 

- Art style: From the simple design, we decided to set our art style for this game to be 
done in line art and we’ve decided to set our art to look candy-like. 
 

- Power Up System: In this version we’ve came up with a list of power-ups that we 
want to include into the gameplay. 
1 : Paddle Size Change(Big & Small) 
2 : Ball Size Change(Big & Small) 



3 : Present (Give player Random power 
4 : Slow Down(Slow down player’s movement) 
5 : Bomb (Minus Player’s Score) 
6 : Random Level  

 
- Additional stuff added/modified: In this version we were able to include an enemy 

for the players playing in single mode, where we will construct an AI to player 
against player. 

 
 
 
Version 2.0 
 
In this version, not much change was made but addition of new stuff into the game. 
 
 Things that we add on into the gameplay: 

1. Customizable characters that allow player to change their goal area by 
purchasing characters from shop. 

2. Shop feature was added into the game to allow player to purchase in-game 
characters. 

3. Coins system that allow player to obtain through the game. 

GAME OVERVIEW 
Game Concept 

Defend against your opponent while you aim to feed treats to your 
Candybabies! 

Candy Hockey is a single player hockey game that can be played alone or with 
other players using Bluetooth connection. Candy hockey challenges both 
player’s reaction and quick thinking skills, where Player has to defend against 
opponent, preventing them from trying to feed their Candybabies while you 
aim to feed your own. Player can customize their goal area by purchasing 
unique characters from the shop to change the default goal area in the game. 

Game Genre 

Candy Hockey is a modified air hockey game. Where newly added modification 
allows players to activate power-ups or purchase unique characters in in-game 
shops.  

Target Audience 



Candy Hockey is a game suitable for casual gamers from all age groups, with 
the cute 2D design the game is playable for both kids and adults. Each level is 
short and practical for those who do not wish to spend hours on the game. 

 

 

 

Gameplay and Mechanics 
 

Gameplay 

Objective 
In CandyHockey, your main objective is to compete against opponent to guard 
and feed your candybaby to see who has the higher score after each round. 
Watch out for mysterious gifts that may appear on the field as it bring 
surprises for player to use during the game. Collect power-ups on the field to 
help give you more advantage against your opponent. 
 
Game Progression 
Feed as many candies to the candy eating babies as you can, while each level is 
completed when the timer is up and player with the highest score wins the 
game. 
 
Players’ progression is affected by how their opponent reacts against them.  
Unlocking new theme and new characters requires player to earn coins to 
purchase them in the in-game shop.   
 
Mechanics 
Physics 
Candy Hockey is model with real life physics where friction and angle of balls 
affect the ball’s motion. However the looks of the objects in the game does not 
follow exactly so as to retain its cuteness towards player. 
 
Movements 



Player is given free control freely move it’s paddle to roam around in the given 
area to defend its territory, However it is restricted to not cross over the 
center line so as to ensure fair play. 
 
Actions 
Getting candies into the goal requires aiming and quick reflexes. The motion of 
the candy is affected by the angle the paddles hits it. Hence applying both 
aiming and quick thinking to get the candy to go into the desired direction you 
want it to move and get it into the goal area to score.  
 
ScreenFlow 
 
Screenflow Charts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Screen Descriptions 
 
Main Menu 

Menu and Options Main Menu 

       Sub Menu Shop Credits Play 

Game Play Game Screen 

    Win / Lose 
Announcements 

Lose 
Screen 

Victory 
Screen 

Instruction 

Draw 
Screen 



 
The Main Menu allows player to choose what they want to do. From here they 
can start the game, take a look at the credit page or look at the instruction on 
how to play the game. 
 
Credits Screen 

  
The Credits Screen shows the names of those involved and contributed to the 
creation of the game as well as their respective roles. 
 
 
 
 
Instruction Screen  
High Score Screen shows both Score& Name of the player who played and 
achieve in the game. 
 



Game Screen 

 
The actual game starts after the player select the Play button. 
 
Win/Lose 

 
 

 
Levels 
 
Synopsis 
Levels in Candy Hockey are designed to be simple and quick. Initial levels are 
designed to help players to understand and get used to the game controls. As 
the game progresses, stages will get more challenging and requires fast 
reaction from player. 
 
Levels are mainly built based upon the base game mechanic of air-hockey. 
Where in most levels it will require player to have good reaction time against 
opponent, while other times players can make use of the power-ups to help 
them complete the level faster or achieve higher scores. 
 
 



 
 
 
Level Design 1 ~ 4 
The four different levels are designed to familiarize the players with the game’s 
environment, as well as to display the new game play mechanics of the game. 
 
Level 1 – 2 introduces the different types of Power up that player can use to 
their advantage. 
 
Level 3 introduces the feature that allows player to change game background 
through the mysterious power up. 
 
Level 4 is for those pin-ball and air-hockey lovers, where this level introduces 
to player the pin-ball gameplay mechanics that was infused into the air-hockey 
game.  
 

Interface 

Visual System 

Menu and Buttons 

 

Candy Hockey’s Menu and Buttons are simple and easily to understand. 

Buttons Functions 

Play Goes in to the game level Directly 

Instruction Go to Instruction Page and learn the how to 
play the game. 



Credits Go to the Credits Page that lists the names 
of those involved in the creation of Candy 
Hockey 

Shop Character Shop allow player to purchase in-
game character 
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